Dead space: the physiology of wasted ventilation
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ABSTRACT An elevated physiological dead space, calculated from measurements of arterial CO$_2$ and mixed expired CO$_2$, has proven to be a useful clinical marker of prognosis both for patients with acute respiratory distress syndrome and for patients with severe heart failure. Although a frequently cited explanation for an elevated dead space measurement has been the development of alveolar regions receiving no perfusion, evidence for this mechanism is lacking in both of these disease settings. For the range of physiological abnormalities associated with an increased physiological dead space measurement, increased alveolar ventilation/perfusion ratio ($V_a/Q$) heterogeneity has been the most important pathophysiological mechanism. Depending on the disease condition, additional mechanisms that can contribute to an elevated physiological dead space measurement include shunt, a substantial increase in overall $V_a/Q$ ratio, diffusion impairment, and ventilation delivered to unperfused alveolar spaces.


Introduction
Recent recognition of the prognostic relevance of measurements of physiological dead space for patients with the acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) has brought new attention to a simple gas exchange calculation described over 120 years ago. The current calculation of physiological dead space, utilising measurements of arterial CO₂ tension (\(P_{aCO_2}\)) and mixed expired CO₂ tension (\(P_{ECO_2}\)), was initially thought to include an anatomical dead space, representing the fraction of ventilation advancing no further than the conducting airways, and an alveolar dead space, representing the fraction of ventilation delivered to alveolar surfaces receiving no pulmonary artery perfusion. With the subsequent development of a simple measurement of anatomical dead space, it became apparent that the alveolar dead space component was substantially increased in a range of pulmonary diseases, and that its original interpretation as ventilation delivered to unperfused alveolar surfaces was not adequate to explain the pathophysiology of most disease conditions. This review will cover the findings in gas exchange pathophysiology that shape our current understanding of the factors that influence physiological dead space measurements, with a primary focus on dead space measurements acquired in patients with respiratory or cardiac diseases.

Bohr dead space
Because of the tidal nature of ventilation, every exhaled breath contains a fraction of the inspired gas that does not participate in gas exchange. In 1891, the Danish respiratory physiologist Christian Bohr introduced his calculation to represent the volume of gas within the conducting airways that constituted the respiratory dead space [1]. The Bohr model conceptually divided the volume of the exhaled breath (\(V_T\)) into two compartments, with the first (\(V_A\)) representing the fraction of exhaled breath participating in gas exchange, and the second (\(V_D\)) representing the fraction of exhaled breath penetrating no further than the conducting airways, the respiratory dead space:

\[ V_T = V_A + V_D \]

The Bohr calculation utilised two measurements of exhaled CO₂: the fractional CO₂ concentration in the total mixed exhaled breath (\(P_{ECO_2}\)) and an estimate of mean alveolar CO₂ concentration (\(P_{ACO_2}\)) based on a sample of gas collected late in exhalation. The mass balance calculation using CO₂ assumes the dead space contributes no CO₂ to the exhaled breath (\(P_{DCO_2}=0\)):

\[ V_T\times P_{ECO_2}= V_A\times P_{ACO_2}+V_D\times P_{DCO_2} \]

Substituting \((V_T-V_D)\) for \(V_A\) yields:

\[ V_T\times P_{ECO_2}=(V_T-V_D)\times P_{ACO_2} \]

Rearranging the terms describes \(V_D/V_T\), the fraction of ventilation not contributing to CO₂ exchange:

\[ V_D/V_T = (P_{ACO_2}-P_{ECO_2})/P_{ACO_2} \]

The Bohr estimates of the volume of respiratory dead space correlated reasonably well with anatomical measurements of the respiratory pathway, and represented a noninvasive means of measuring the extent of ventilation inefficiency attributable to the constraints of tidal ventilation.

In the decades following the introduction of the Bohr dead space estimate, two factors that interfered with the accuracy of the measurement as an index of conducting airways volume became apparent. The development of a method to sample multiple within-breath samples of CO₂ [2] demonstrated modest variability in partial pressures within an exhaled breath in normal subjects, leading to the recognition that a gas sample captured within a breath would not necessarily reflect the true mean alveolar gas composition. While that effect was minor in normal subjects, it became a substantial source of variability in patients with significant underlying lung disease. Furthermore, Bohr calculations performed on such patients revealed increases in dead space fraction that could not be ascribed to conducting airway volume. While the latter finding was an insight that drove subsequent investigations of gas exchange pathophysiology, problems with identifying a simple method to identify mean alveolar CO₂ tension (\(P_{ACO_2}\)) in patients with lung disease led to the later abandonment of the traditional Bohr measurement.

Current airway CO₂ monitoring systems for intubated patients provide accurate measurements of end-tidal CO₂ concentrations that are acceptable estimates of alveolar CO₂ in normal subjects, and reflect at least directional changes in alveolar CO₂ in patients with underlying lung disease, but cannot provide an accurate measurement of Bohr dead space in a diseased lung because the end-tidal CO₂ does not reflect the mean alveolar CO₂. One current application of the traditional Bohr measurement that substitutes end-tidal CO₂ measurements for mean alveolar CO₂ is seen with commercial exercise testing systems that calculate a Bohr dead space during exercise. At rest, CO₂ concentrations measured within a single exhalation increase modestly, a consequence of a constant mixed venous CO₂ delivery and the intermittent inspiration of fresh
gas into the alveoli. However, during heavy exercise, when mixed venous CO₂ tension ($P_{\text{aCO}_2}$) may exceed 60 mmHg, exhaled CO₂ concentrations increase substantially within the course of each exhaled breath. Hence during heavy exercise, although mean alveolar CO₂ concentrations within an exhaled breath still approximate arterial values, the end-tidal values are substantially higher than the mean alveolar values. JONES et al. [3] documented end-tidal $P_{\text{CO}_2}$ measurements exceeding $P_{\text{aCO}_2}$ measurements by 4–6 mmHg during heavy exercise. Hence during heavy exercise the Bohr estimate of dead space utilising measurements of end-tidal CO₂ yields an inappropriately high value because the end-tidal CO₂ consistently exceeds the mean alveolar (and arterial) $P_{\text{CO}_2}$. A recent method to identify an accurate mean alveolar CO₂ from an expiratory capnogram has been validated in experimental animals, and could be incorporated in commercial ventilator systems to calculate a Bohr dead space [4]. However for critically ill patients, that calculation substantially underestimates the more familiar Enghoff modification of the Bohr dead space, which substitutes the $P_{\text{aCO}_2}$ measurement for the mean $P_{\text{aCO}_2}$ measurement [4]. (See the physiological dead space section for mechanisms accounting for increased arterial–alveolar $P_{\text{CO}_2}$ differences in abnormal lungs.)

**Fowler dead space**

The final fraction of each inspired breath travels no further than the conducting airways, and that anatomical dead space volume includes the upper airways, the larynx and the volume of the tracheobronchial tree extending to the acini. In the late 1940’s, with the development of a rapidly responding nitrogen meter, Ward Fowler assembled apparatus to measure that anatomical dead space utilising measurements of exhaled nitrogen concentrations immediately following the inspiration of a breath of 100% oxygen [5]. Fowler’s apparatus plotted the volume of the exhaled breath following a single inspiration of 100% oxygen against the exhaled nitrogen concentration, yielding the curve illustrated in figure 1. The initial fraction of the exhaled breath, termed phase I, contains no nitrogen. The following segment of the exhaled volume, termed phase II, is characterised by progressively increasing concentrations of nitrogen prior to reaching the plateau that represents the nitrogen concentration in alveolar gas, termed phase III. The rising slope of phase II reflects the length differences among the large airway pathways within the lung, with shorter length conducting airways contributing alveolar gas concentrations in phase II, and longer regions still contributing 100% oxygen from dead space gas. Fowler’s graphical method to account for the
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dead space contribution from phase II was to place a straight line along phase III and adjust a vertical line within phase II so that the two areas labelled A and B in figure 1 represent equal areas. The exhaled volume identified by the intersection of that vertical line with the volume axis on the abscissa identifies the dead space, a measurement he termed the physiological dead space, but is now described as the anatomical dead space or Fowler dead space [6].

The Fowler dead space measurement is dependent on the subject size. An approximation suggested by Fowler based on measurements in 45 subjects was that anatomical dead space in cubic centimetres roughly equalled a subject’s ideal body weight in pounds [5]. While that anatomical dead space is usually considered a fixed quantity, conducting airway diameter is dependent on lung volume, and when Fowler compared measurements made at different end-inspiratory lung volumes he noted an average 100 cm$^3$ difference in dead space measurements between the largest and smallest starting volumes. In addition, Fowler demonstrated that the measured dead space would decrease if a 20-s breath-hold preceded the exhalation. He postulated this effect primarily arose because of gas diffusion from alveolar regions back into the conducting airways during the breath hold. While a subsequent study did not show significant differences among Fowler measurements carried out with both nitrogen and helium [7], an influence of gas diffusivity was later documented as part of a study utilising inspirations of helium (atomic weight 4) and SF$_6$ (molecular weight 146), demonstrating a smaller Fowler dead space with helium compared with SF$_6$ [8]. Gas mixing between small airways and alveolar spaces also takes place as a result of cardiogenic movement, and this effect could also explain the progressive decrease in Fowler dead space measurements observed after a sustained breath hold. The importance of cardiogenic motion in Fowler dead space measurements was documented in an animal study utilising dead space measurements made before and after cardiac arrest, with a 20% larger dead space measurement obtained after cardiac arrest [9]. A subsequent study established those cardiogenic oscillations as more important than molecular diffusion in reducing the dead space measured by the Fowler method [10]. Hence cardiogenic lung motion and a more modest contribution from gas diffusion combine to decrease the measured Fowler dead space compared with the actual volume of the respiratory pathway between the lips and the respiratory bronchioles.

**Physiological dead space**

In 1938, in recognition of the problem with obtaining an appropriate estimate of mean $P_{ACO_2}$ for calculations using the Bohr equation, Enghoff proposed the substitution of $P_{aCO_2}$ for the mean $P_{ACO_2}$ estimate in the Bohr calculation [11]:

$$VD/VT = (PaCO_2 - PECO_2) / PaCO_2$$

Where $PECO_2$ is the $PCO_2$ in the total mixed exhaled breath. It is the Enghoff modification of the Bohr dead space calculation that is in general use today, and is described as the physiological dead space, where that term represents the sum of the anatomical dead space and the alveolar dead space, where in current usage the alveolar dead space component is defined by the difference between the physiological dead space and the anatomical dead space [12]. The substitution of $P_{aCO_2}$ for the $P_{ACO_2}$ avoided the difficulty of identifying an appropriate mean $P_{ACO_2}$. However this modification of the Bohr equation added a new component to the dead space estimate that is particularly relevant when the equation is utilised to describe gas exchange in disease. The mean $P_{aCO_2}$ is always less than mean $P_{ACO_2}$, although this difference is quite small in normal lungs. However, just as any gas exchange abnormality will increase the alveolar–arterial $O_2$ difference, the same statement holds for the arterial–alveolar $CO_2$ difference. Hence the physiological dead space, incorporating the $P_{aCO_2}$, will always be greater than the classic Bohr dead space, and the physiological factors determining the arterial–alveolar $CO_2$ difference can be anything that influences the efficiency of gas exchange. Specifically, in contrast to the original Bohr dead space calculation, the physiological dead space calculation will be sensitive to intrapulmonary shunt and diffusion impairment, and will have a greater sensitivity to alveolar ventilation/perfusion ratio ($VA/Q$) heterogeneity. As the Enghoff modification of the Bohr dead space measurement is sensitive to a range of physiological gas exchange abnormalities, it provides a convenient index of overall gas exchange impairment, but it is important to understand that elevated measurements can arise from multiple mechanisms, dependent on the specific pathophysiology producing the gas exchange impairment.

**Shunt contribution to physiological dead space**

Shunt increases not only the alveolar–arterial $O_2$ difference but also the arterial–alveolar $CO_2$ difference and, therefore, increases calculated physiological dead space. Table 1 presents a simple two-compartment alveolar model without anatomical dead space, containing a shunt compartment and a normal alveolar unit. The alveolar space of the shunt compartment is gas that is in equilibrium with the mixed venous gases and does not contribute to the exhaled gas mixture. One third of the total perfusion of 4.5 L is delivered to the
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shunt unit and all of the ventilation is delivered to the normal lung unit, yielding a $V' A/Q'$ of 0 for the shunt unit, a $V' A/Q'$ of 1.5 for the normal unit, and an overall $V' A/Q'$ for the two units combined of 1.0. Assuming a mixed venous $P_{\text{CO}_2}$ of 46 mmHg, and sufficient alveolar ventilation to reduce the mixed arterial $\text{CO}_2$ to 40 mmHg, the lower alveolar $\text{CO}_2$ in the single ventilated compartment produces a 7.5% contribution to that calculated alveolar dead space ($V_D/VT_A$), even though the model does not contain an unperfused alveolar unit. While a large shunt is required to achieve this result, note that this shunt-mediated contribution to the alveolar dead space calculation would be increased by either a decrease in cardiac output or increase in metabolic rate, where either change would increase the mixed venous $P_{\text{CO}_2}$.

$V' A/Q'$ heterogeneity contribution to physiological dead space
While regional ventilation/perfusion heterogeneity does contribute to the classic Bohr dead space, the physiological dead space is more heavily influenced by $V' A/Q'$ heterogeneity. Table 2 provides a simple three-compartment alveolar model of $V' A/Q'$ heterogeneity, again without anatomical dead space, with $V' A/Q'$ values of 0.1, 1.0 and 10 in the three compartments to illustrate the effect. As with the example in table 1, the mixed venous $\text{CO}_2$ is assumed to be 46 mmHg, and the overall alveolar ventilation is adjusted so that the mixed $P_{\text{CO}_2}$ will be 40 mmHg. For the three compartments, the overall summed ventilation is 4.2 L and overall summed perfusion is 4.2 L, with an overall $V' A/Q'$ of 1.0. Combining the $\text{CO}_2$ partial pressures in the ventilated and perfused components of the three units yields a calculated physiological dead space of 26% in this simple $V' A/Q'$ heterogeneity model that includes no unperfused alveolar spaces and no anatomical dead space. While the influence of $V' A/Q'$ heterogeneity on the alveolar–arterial $\text{O}_2$ difference is well known, its influence on $\text{CO}_2$ exchange receives little clinical attention, as most patients can simply increase minute ventilation ($V_E$) as $\text{CO}_2$ exchange becomes less efficient, thereby concealing the impaired exchange of $\text{CO}_2$. Unless a patient requires ventilator support, the requirement for relatively increased $V_E$ is never noticed. John West employed a more sophisticated computer model of $V' A/Q'$ heterogeneity to illustrate how disease-relevant degrees of $V' A/Q'$ heterogeneity would increase physiological dead space, requiring compensatory increases in $V_E$ to maintain normal $P_{\text{CO}_2}$ values [13].

### Table 1: A simple two-compartment alveolar model containing a shunt compartment and a normal alveolar unit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compartment 1 (shunt)</th>
<th>Compartment 2 (ventilated)</th>
<th>Combined output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V' A$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0 L·min⁻¹</td>
<td>4.5 L·min⁻¹</td>
<td>4.5 L·min⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q'$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5 L·min⁻¹</td>
<td>3.0 L·min⁻¹</td>
<td>4.5 L·min⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V' A/Q'$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0 L·L⁻¹</td>
<td>1.5 L·L⁻¹</td>
<td>1.0 L·L⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\text{CO}_2}A$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46 mmHg</td>
<td>37 mmHg</td>
<td>40 mmHg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\text{CO}_2}C$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46 mmHg</td>
<td>37 mmHg</td>
<td>37 mmHg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alveolar $V_D/VT$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.5%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$V'$: alveolar ventilation; $Q'$: perfusion; $P_{\text{CO}_2}A$: arterial $\text{CO}_2$ tension; $P_{\text{CO}_2}C$: alveolar $\text{CO}_2$ tension; $V_D/VT$: alveolar dead space.

### Table 2: A simple three-compartment alveolar model of $V' A/Q'$ heterogeneity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compartment 1 (low $V' A/Q'$)</th>
<th>Compartment 2 (normal $V' A/Q'$)</th>
<th>Compartment 3 (high $V' A/Q'$)</th>
<th>Combined output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V' A$</td>
<td>0.2 L·min⁻¹</td>
<td>2.0 L·min⁻¹</td>
<td>2.0 L·min⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q'$</td>
<td>2.0 L·min⁻¹</td>
<td>2.0 L·min⁻¹</td>
<td>0.2 L·min⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V' A/Q'$</td>
<td>0.1 L·L⁻¹</td>
<td>1 L·L⁻¹</td>
<td>10 L·L⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\text{CO}_2}A$</td>
<td>42 mmHg</td>
<td>40 mmHg</td>
<td>20 mmHg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\text{CO}_2}C$</td>
<td>42 mmHg</td>
<td>40 mmHg</td>
<td>20 mmHg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alveolar $V_D/VT$</td>
<td>4.2 L·min⁻¹</td>
<td>2.0 L·min⁻¹</td>
<td>10 L·L⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40 mmHg</td>
<td>29.6 mmHg</td>
<td>40 mmHg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$V'$: alveolar ventilation; $Q'$: perfusion; $P_{\text{CO}_2}A$: arterial $\text{CO}_2$ tension; $P_{\text{CO}_2}C$: alveolar $\text{CO}_2$ tension; $V_D/VT$: alveolar dead space.
Physiological dead space in an abnormal lung

In contrast to the simple compartmental models of tables 1 and 2, abnormal lungs ordinarily have combinations of factors that contribute to the physiological dead space measurement. Figure 2 illustrates a distribution of $V'_{A}/Q'$ units typical for an abnormal lung that includes increased ventilation/perfusion heterogeneity, shunt and anatomical dead space. The lung has an overall $V'_{A}/Q'$ of 1.0 and has the component lung units sorted according to their individual $V'_{A}/Q'$ ratios. The broad base of the bell-shaped curve reflects substantial overall $V'_{A}/Q'$ heterogeneity. The bar on the left represents the frequency of lung units compromising shunt, and the bar on the right represents lung units receiving ventilation but no pulmonary artery blood flow. Figure reproduced courtesy of R.W. Glenny (Division of Pulmonary and Critical Care Medicine, University of Washington, Seattle, WA, USA).

To employ MIGET, partial pressures of six intravenously infused inert gases are measured in arterial and mixed venous blood and mixed expired gas to provide the data required for the mathematical model that describes the distribution of ventilation and perfusion in the lung [14, 15]. The infusion technique with its associated model provides a quantitative estimate of the allocation of pulmonary blood flow to shunt, to regions with $V'_{A}/Q'$ ratios ranging between .001 and 100, and ventilation to inert gas dead space, a parameter that correlates well with anatomical dead space [16]. While this technique provides a unique means of fully characterising gas exchange abnormalities in humans, useful insights into the physiological dead space calculation in disease can be obtained from examining the basic inert gas data itself [17, 18].

In a publication that provided the insights crucial to the subsequent development of MIGET, Farhi [17] demonstrated that the alveolar or arterial partial pressure of an intravenously infused inert gas could be predicted based on the solubility of the gas in blood and the $V'_{A}/Q'$ ratio of the lung unit. For any given $V'_{A}/Q'$ value, the predicted arterial (or alveolar) partial pressures of infused inert gases covering a wide range of solubility in blood form a sigmoid curve when plotted against the log of gas solubilities. The single solid line in figure 3 illustrates this retention–solubility diagram for a homogenous lung. If lung units including a distribution of different $V'_{A}/Q'$ ratios are combined, the arterial and alveolar lines on the diagram diverge (dashed lines in fig. 3). The vertical line on figure 3 labelled $\lambda_G$ represents the solubility appropriate for CO$_2$, ranging between 2 and 4 mL of gas per mL of blood, depending on the influence of the Haldane effect [20]. The intersection of the $\lambda_G$ line with the arterial and alveolar curves identifies the two partial pressures needed to make an alveolar dead space calculation for the gas with the solubility $\lambda_G$:

$$V_D/V_T = (\text{arterial-alveolar})/\text{arterial}$$

Applying this graphical inert gas analysis to lung models representing different combinations of abnormal lung physiology, HLaSTaLa and RObERTsoN [19] examined the influence of different degrees of $V'_{A}/Q'$ heterogeneity, shunt and anatomical dead space to illustrate the influence of these abnormalities on a physiological dead space calculation, examined over a wide range of inert (and respiratory) gas solubility.
Figure 4 illustrates the physiological dead space calculation made over the range of different gas solubilities in three different abnormal lungs, all containing 20% shunt and 20% anatomical dead space, in combination with no $V' A/Q'$ heterogeneity (fig. 4a), normal $V' A/Q'$ heterogeneity (fig. 4b) and increased $V' A/Q'$ heterogeneity (fig. 4c). Note that the physiological dead space in the CO$_2$ solubility range, $3m Lo f$, is most sensitive to the extent of $V' A/Q'$ heterogeneity, with a secondary sensitivity to shunt. In the recent context of investigating the mechanisms responsible for dead space abnormalities in ARDS, WAGNER [21] compared the influence of different degrees of shunt and $V' A/Q'$ heterogeneity on physiological dead space, and emphasised the relatively greater influence of $V' A/Q'$ heterogeneity on the measurement. A final insight gained from the application of inert gas retention–solubility curves to the understanding of physiological dead space in disease is that any increase the overall $V' A/Q'$ ratio (a change that would shift the bell-shaped distribution in fig. 2 to the right on the $V' A/Q'$ axis) will also shift all of the curves on the retention–solubility diagram to the right [17, 18]. Hence a five-fold increase in overall $V' A/Q'$ ratio will shift all of the figure 4 curves five units to the right along the solubility axis. As gas solubility in blood is fixed, any increase in the mean $V' A/Q'$ value by increased ventilation and/or decreased perfusion...
will also increase the calculated physiological dead space. Of note, the influence of a substantial increase in the mean $V' A/Q'$ ratio on the physiological dead space measurement was first described by John West, based on calculations utilising his initial computer model of ventilation/perfusion interactions in the lung [22].

**Physiological dead space during exercise**

The initial studies of gas exchange during a progressive work exercise test by Wasserman et al. [23] demonstrated a progressive decrease in physiological dead space from rest to maximal exercise, with a normal response identified as a $Vd/Vt$ of $<20\%$ at maximal effort. This decrease is readily explained by the progressive increase in tidal volume during the first half of a progressive work exercise test to $\sim 60\%$ of the vital capacity, associated with an anatomical dead space that increases only trivially with the increase in end-inspiratory volume induced by exercise. The decrease in dead space during exercise was originally postulated to also include improved ventilation/perfusion matching, but measurements of ventilation/perfusion heterogeneity during exercise in normal humans assessed by MIGET have not demonstrated a decrease in overall ventilation/perfusion heterogeneity at low and moderate levels of exercise [24], the period in a progressive work exercise test when the $Vd/Vt$ decreases most appreciably [23]. At the highest tolerated levels of exercise, $V' A/Q'$ heterogeneity increases modestly [24], and is associated with the well-known increase in the alveolar–arterial $O_2$ difference. From these MIGET observations, it might be expected that physiological $Vd/Vt$ should increase slightly with maximal effort, but increases at maximal effort are inconsistent and small in comparison with the overall decrease in $Vd/Vt$ seen early during a progressive exercise work test.

**Can ‘true’ alveolar dead space also exchange CO$_2$?**

The original interpretation of alveolar dead space was as a compartment in alveolar spaces that received no pulmonary artery perfusion, although the current definition of the term alveolar dead space refers to anything in the physiological dead space that does not include anatomical dead space [12]. While ventilated alveolar regions without pulmonary artery perfusion (here defined as “true” alveolar dead space) develop following acute pulmonary emboli and should lead to abnormal dead space measurements, physiological dead space as a diagnostic test for pulmonary emboli was found to lack sensitivity for all but the most massive occlusions. Some of that lack of sensitivity may be secondary to gas exchange provided by the bronchial circulation. Alveolar regions of lung with acute loss of pulmonary artery perfusion can receive capillary perfusion in variable amounts from connections to the bronchial circulation and drain into the mixed pulmonary venous output to the left atrium [25]. With sustained occlusion, this bronchial artery perfusion of alveolar capillaries can be appreciably augmented [25]. Although the systemic bronchial artery blood perfusing those alveolar capillaries will not be further oxygenated during that second pass through the lung, it will exchange additional CO$_2$. Hence for segments of embolised lung that only receive blood from the bronchial arteries, those units function as high $V' A/Q'$ units from the perspective of CO$_2$ gas exchange, and physiological dead space measurements will underestimate the true extent of pulmonary artery occlusion. In the setting of severe bronchiectasis, the elimination of CO$_2$ via the bronchial circulation can provide a clinically significant contribution to overall CO$_2$ exchange, a situation occasionally recognised following the embolisation of bronchial arteries for acute haemoptysis in patients with severe bronchiectasis [26].

**Interaction between anatomical dead space and $V' A/Q'$ heterogeneity**

The presence of both anatomical dead space and instrument dead space means that the first portion of each breath is re-inspired alveolar gas. In the presence of substantial $V' A/Q'$ heterogeneity, the re-inspired alveolar gas might be mixed and, therefore, the re-inspired dead space could alter the measured heterogeneity among the different units of an abnormal lung. The effect of gas re-inspired from a well-mixed “common” dead space in a lung with overall $V' A/Q'$ heterogeneity was first analysed utilising the perspective of the $O_2–CO_2$ diagram by Ross and Farhi [27]. Based on the assumption that the re-inspired dead space gas was well mixed, they demonstrated that this influence would reduce the measured extent of overall $V' A/Q'$ heterogeneity and hence reduce the measured alveolar dead space contribution to the physiological dead space. A second possibility is that the exhaled dead space gas remains “personal”, that is, each $V' A/Q'$ unit would re-inspire its own exhaled gas, an effect that would have no influence on measured $V' A/Q'$ heterogeneity. The “common” and “personal” hypotheses for the distribution of re-inspired gas were modelled by Fortune and Wagner [28] in normal lungs. They demonstrated that for normal lungs, the assumption that re-inspired dead space gas was “personal” was an adequate description. However when successive increments of external instrument dead space were added in an animal study, progressively increasing the proportion of re-inspired gas, Petrini et al. [29] demonstrated that there was an appreciable reduction in the extent of externally measured $V' A/Q'$ heterogeneity. Hence with the addition of larger amounts of instrument dead space, the calculated alveolar dead space component of the physiological dead space will decrease without changing the actual $V' A/Q'$ distribution within the lung.
Diffusion impairment and physiological dead space

Carbon dioxide, as a relatively soluble gas in tissue, is not ordinarily considered subject to diffusion impairment during pulmonary gas exchange. However, the delivery of CO$_2$ to the alveolar spaces from pulmonary capillary blood requires the catalysis of carbonic anhydrase within the erythrocyte, as the principal transport of metabolically produced CO$_2$ to the lung is in the form of bicarbonate rather than dissolved CO$_2$ [13]. Since that chemical reaction requires time, a very fast capillary transit time could possibly lead to a transpulmonary partial pressure profile identical to that seen with a molecular diffusion impairment. Model studies have suggested that PCO$_2$ in alveolar gas might be slightly lower that the systemically sampled $P_{ACO_2}$ if there was decreased alveolar capillary residence time for this reaction [30]. In addition, any drug that impairs the action of erythrocyte carbonic anhydrase can increase the $P_{ACO_2}$ to $P_{ACO_2}$ difference, a reversible drug effect previously documented in burn patients treated with the old topical sulfonamides with substantial carbonic anhydrase inhibitory effects [31]. Acetazolamide, a weak diuretic currently used to prevent symptoms in high altitude sojourners, acts by inhibition of renal carbonic anhydrase, and also influences erythrocyte carbonic anhydrase. While inhibition could produce a mild arterial–alveolar CO$_2$ gradient in the lung, at recommended clinical doses a measurable influence would probably only be apparent during heavy exercise [30].

Dead space measurements in ARDS

Clinical interest in the physiological dead space measurement was reawakened by the publication by Nuckton et al. [32] in 2002, linking dead space measurements to prognosis in the ARDS. Physiological dead space was measured in 179 mechanically ventilated ARDS patients on the day of the syndrome onset. The mean dead space fraction was 0.54 in eventual survivors and 0.63 in patients who succumbed to the syndrome, and the risk of death increased with every 0.05 increment in dead space. The physiological dead space measurement outperformed all of the previous prognostic measures including traditional measures of oxygenation impairment, lung compliance and illness severity. The authors postulated that the abnormal measurement was due to regions with blocked microcirculation that remained ventilated, in short, that the abnormality was secondary to the creation of “true” alveolar dead space. Cepovka et al. [33] performed a subsequent study of ARDS patients ventilated with 6 cm$^3$kg$^{-1}$ tidal volumes, demonstrating a nearly identical predictive power of physiological dead space measurements, but no significant correlation between pulmonary artery pressures and the dead space measurements. Further confirmation of the prognostic value of physiological dead space measurement in both acute lung injury (ALI) and ARDS was presented by Siddiki et al. [34] utilising previously collected ARDS network data from 1896 patients. While arterial blood gas and ventilator measurements were available, the mixed expired CO$_2$ values were not measured, and hence mixed expired CO$_2$ had to be calculated based on predicted CO$_2$ production rates appropriate for acutely ill mechanically ventilated patients. Based on the arterial CO$_2$ measurements and predicted mixed expired CO$_2$ concentrations, Siddiki et al. [34] found that at both day 1 and day 3 of ARDS diagnosis, patients with a dead space fraction in excess of 0.50 had a risk for death that increased with every additional 0.10 increment in dead space fraction, a risk prediction that almost exactly equalled the predictive power of the complete CO$_2$ measurements on ARDS patients described by Nuckton et al. [32] and Cepovka et al. [33].

Factors contributing to the elevated Vb/VT in ARDS

By contrast to the postulated development of unperfused regions of lung in ARDS to explain the elevated physiological dead space, both increased $V^A/Q^Q$ heterogeneity and shunt are the more likely contributors to that observation [21, 35]. However, because the gas exchange characteristics of ARDS are multifactorial, it is instructive to review previous studies of ALI performed using MIGET, which provides quantitative measurement of the influence of shunt, $V^A/Q^Q$ heterogeneity and dead space. Coffey et al. [36] utilised an oleic acid model of ALI to study the influence of positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) on dead space calculations, including MIGET measurements to fully characterise the gas exchange responses. After the injury stabilised in the anaesthetised animals, gas exchange measurements were acquired at randomly allocated levels of PEEP ranging between 0 and 20 cmH$_2$O. Physiological dead space measurements were made at each level of PEEP, and the contributions of the components of shunt, $V^A/Q^Q$ heterogeneity, anatomical dead space, and alveolar dead space (defined as $V^A/Q^Q >100$) were noted. In this animal model, progressive addition of PEEP improved both shunt and $V^A/Q^Q$ heterogeneity, with an initial reduction in the physiological dead space. However, higher levels of PEEP increased the Fowler dead space, accounting for increased ventilation to regions with $V^A/Q^Q >100$, and modestly increased the physiological dead space. In this animal model with randomly allocated PEEP levels, the high $V^A/Q^Q$ regions resolved when PEEP levels were lowered, so the development of very high $V^A/Q^Q$ regions with high PEEP was the result of PEEP-created increases in Fowler dead space and zone 3 regions of lung rather than ventilated lung regions with microvascular blockade that had been postulated in the human ARDS study of Nuckton et al. [32].
Three studies utilising MIGET to investigate gas exchange in ARDS patients, all performed in the era when application of high tidal volumes (10–15 cm³·kg⁻¹) was the clinical standard, described various combinations of shunt, very low V'A/Q' regions and increased overall V'A/Q' heterogeneity, but with an infrequent incidence of isolated high V'A/Q' regions among all patients studied [37–39]. The study of Ralph et al. [38] included data obtained during progressive application of PEEP and did not observe the development of high V'A/Q' units at the higher levels of PEEP that had been noted in the dog model of ALI. A current era MIGET study of ARDS patients by Feihl et al. [40] comparing the gas exchange responses to ventilation with tidal volumes of 10 cm³·kg⁻¹ or 6 cm³·kg⁻¹ showed minimal evidence of high V'A/Q' regions at 10 cm³·kg⁻¹ tidal volumes. With the 6 cm³·kg⁻¹ tidal volumes, the shunt fraction increased, but evidence for high V'A/Q' regions had essentially vanished, as evidenced by the very small retention–excretion differences for the most soluble gases. The patient population in the Feihl et al. [40] study had an average physiological Vd/Vt of 65% at both 10 cm³·kg⁻¹ and 6 cm³·kg⁻¹ tidal volumes, and while the lower tidal volume did have a proportionately larger anatomical dead space, the unchanged Vd/Vt observed at 6 cm³·kg⁻¹ was explained by the higher cardiac output and lower mixed venous PCO₂ at that lower tidal volume. This ARDS patient population, with no demonstrable high V'A/Q' component to their gas exchange when receiving 6 cm³·kg⁻¹ tidal volumes, had a higher overall Vd/Vt than the mean values from patients in the Nuckton et al. [32] and Gepova et al. [33] studies. Hence, MIGET studies of patients with ARDS have not revealed any consistent elevation in unperfused alveolar dead space, and indeed the MIGET study performed utilising the current 6 cm³·kg⁻¹ tidal volumes demonstrated a striking absence of any high V'A/Q' component, despite severe elevations in the physiological Vd/Vt measurement.

A final potential influence on the physiological Vd/Vt in the most severely ill ARDS patients relates to the overall V'A/Q' ratio. For patients with a very low cardiac output who are receiving very high Ve, the overall V'A/Q' ratio may exceed 5 L·L⁻¹. An increase in the mean V'A/Q' ratio will shift all the curves on the retention–solubility diagram to the right, increasing the physiological dead space measurement, just as a decrease in the mean V'A/Q' ratio would have the opposite effect. Hence while physiological dead space abnormalities in ARDS patients are a compelling indicator of prognosis, the interpretation that abnormal values primarily represent the creation of lung parenchyma that is ventilated but not perfused is not consistent with the human data obtained utilising MIGET. The physiological dead space abnormalities in ARDS patients supported with the currently utilised 6 cm³·kg⁻¹ tidal volumes arise primarily as a consequence of the presence of both shunt and increased low and mid-range V'A/Q' heterogeneity [40].

Abnormal exercise dead space measurements in heart failure

Exercise studies done on patients with stable severe heart failure have demonstrated an abnormally elevated exercise ventilation response that is present at all levels of exertion. The ventilatory equivalent for CO₂ (Ve/CO₂ production (VeCO₂)), calculated as the slope of the two measurements acquired throughout a maximal progressive exercise test, has become a standard tool for evaluation of patients with severe heart failure [41]. The finding of a Ve/CO₂ > 34 L·L⁻¹ is associated with adverse cardiac outcomes, and the risk increases progressively for patients with additional increases in that measurement [42]. The elevated Ve/CO₂ in a heart failure patient is primarily attributable to alveolar hyperventilation, as peripheral chemoreceptor hyperactivity, demonstrated by an enhanced ventilation response to hypoxia, is a consistent feature in heart failure patients with significant impairment [43]. However, that augmented exercise ventilation response in the most impaired patients is also associated with an elevated physiological dead space during exercise [44–46]. The hypothesis that this elevated exercise dead space reflected regions of very high V'A/Q' in the lung [45] was not consistent with the single MIGET study of heart failure patients at rest that revealed no increases in high V'A/Q' regions or increases in inert gas dead space [47]. While there are currently no MIGET studies of severe heart failure patients during exercise, an alternative explanation for the increased dead space arises as a consequence of the exercise hyperventilation and impaired cardiac output. The consistent feature of the exercise response in severe heart failure patients is the exceptionally high ventilation relative to cardiac output during a progressive work exercise test. The most impaired patients can barely double their cardiac output from rest to maximal effort [48]. That disproportionate increase in exercise ventilation associated with an impaired cardiac output can yield overall V'A/Q' ratios that may approach 10 L·L⁻¹ during exercise in the most impaired patients. That increase in overall V'A/Q' ratio will shift the retention and excretion curves in figure 3 to the right, and therefore also shift all the derived curves in figure 4 to the right. As the solubility of CO₂ remains unchanged, the exercise associated V'A/Q' shift leads to an increased physiological dead space measurement for CO₂. Hence a consistent explanation for the elevated dead space measurements seen during exercise in the most impaired heart failure patients is the abnormally elevated overall V'A/Q' ratio and its interaction with V'A/Q' heterogeneity [49, 50].
Abnormal exercise dead space measurements in pulmonary hypertension

While normal subjects ordinarily demonstrate at least a 50% reduction in physiological dead space during heavy exercise compared with their resting measurement, patients with pulmonary hypertension typically fail to show any reduction in dead space during exercise, despite demonstrating typical increases in tidal volume as the exercise intensity increases. The original explanation proposed for this observation was that exercise produced more high $V_{A}/Q$ regions in the lungs of those patients. A MIGET study of resting patients with idiopathic pulmonary hypertension (IPH) or chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension (CTEPH) by DANTZKER et al. [51] revealed a modest increase in both $V_{A}/Q$ heterogeneity and shunt, although resting physiological dead space still remained within normal limits. A follow-up study by DANTZKER et al. [52], which included MIGET measurements taken during exercise on seven pulmonary hypertension patients, found that the extent of overall $V_{A}/Q$ heterogeneity during exercise remained unchanged. The exercise study patients had a mean resting physiological $V_{b}/V_{t}$ of 42% that increased to 44% with maximal effort. The patients showed the characteristic haemodynamic and ventilatory responses to exercise seen in patients with severe pulmonary hypertension, with marked exercise hyperventilation and only modest increases in cardiac output leading to exercise mean $V_{A}/Q$ ratios in the range of 3–12. As the extent of $V_{A}/Q$ heterogeneity and shunt fraction remained unchanged in the transition from rest to exercise, this study represents the best documented instance of the influence of an exercise-elevated mean $V_{A}/Q$ ratio on the physiological dead space measurement. While the increase in mean $V_{A}/Q$ with exercise appears to be an important determinant of the abnormal physiological dead space measurement in pulmonary hypertension patients, their underlying $V_{A}/Q$ heterogeneity and shunt are still important contributors to the exercise measurement abnormality, as normal subjects at maximal exercise will show at least two-fold increases in mean $V_{A}/Q$, and still manifest the normal decrease in $V_{b}/V_{t}$ with progressive exercise.

A recent study by ZHAI et al. [53] comparing exercise physiological dead space measurements in patients with IPH and CTEPH found higher $V_{b}/V_{t}$ in the CTEPH patients, despite comparable resting haemodynamic measurements in the two groups. In addition, unlike the IPH patients, the functional status of the CTEPH patients did not correlate with the extent of physiological dead space abnormality, and the authors suggested that the balance of factors determining the physiological dead space in CTEPH during exercise might be different from that in IPH. DANTZKER et al. [51] did not identify an increased inert gas dead space in the three CTEPH patients included in their study, but as the bronchial artery flow increases dramatically to chronically embolised regions of lung [25], those chronically embolised regions will function as high $V_{A}/Q$ units, thereby increasing the $V_{A}/Q$ heterogeneity contribution to the physiological dead space calculation. Another explanation for the higher exercise $V_{b}/V_{t}$ observed in the CTEPH patients could be a relatively higher mean exercise $V_{A}/Q$ in comparison with the IPH patients [53].

Summary and conclusion

The physiological dead space is defined as including anatomical dead space and alveolar dead space components. In normal subjects, the measurement is primarily determined by the contribution of the anatomical dead space, with a small addition from the alveolar dead space attributable to normal ventilation/perfusion heterogeneity. However, in a wide range of pulmonary disease conditions the alveolar dead space component becomes more important, and the original concept that it reflects the influence of regions of lung parenchyma receiving no pulmonary artery perfusion is never an adequate explanation. Any of the physiological mechanisms contributing to an increased arterial–alveolar CO$_2$ difference will increase the measured physiological dead space, but ordinarily the extent of overall $V_{A}/Q$ heterogeneity is the most important contributor. In addition, in the presence of increased $V_{A}/Q$ heterogeneity, any stimulus increasing the overall mean $V_{A}/Q$, such as extreme hyperventilation with exercise, will further increase the physiological dead space measurement.
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